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Thinks WAY OUTSIDE the box... A Role-Model Pioneer to the Future  
Dorothy is one of the smartest, most business-savvy people I know. She 
thinks WAY OUTSIDE the box, which is why many Fortune 100 
international businesses took advantage of all the experience and 
innovation she brings to her clients.  As a speaker, Dorothy has dynamic 
energy, challenging intellect, and sparkling commitment to her audience's 
enlightenment. She continues to be a role-model pioneer to the future for 
us all!  
- Charlyne Meinhard, NextLevel Consulting 
 
 
Dorothy Ranks in the Top Tier of Consultants  
I have had the opportunity to work with many consultants – you rank in the 
very top tier.  Your ability to clearly understand the goal of the effort, to 
enable very diverse (and passionate!) groups to see their own roadblocks 
and to lead these groups to significant improvements in their processes 
are invaluable talents.  Our organization will benefit greatly from this 
experience.  
- James S. MacDonald, Ph.D. Senior VP, pharma R&D, Fortune 20 Company 
 
 
I Owe My Business Success to Dorothy… We Achieved 30% Growth 
Last Year  
Dorothy is one of the most highly skilled people I know in the area of 
training and development.  The instruction and mentoring that I received 
from Dorothy resulted in the birth and continued success of my company, 
with 30% growth last year.  I owe my business success to her advice.   
- Pamela T. Rambo, Ed.D, Rambo Research and Consulting, LLC 
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High Energy, Perspective, and Perseverance  
Dorothy infuses her audiences with the high energy, perspective and 
perseverance she has long used to reach her own goals and overcome 
obstacles most of either dread or dream of. 
- Tom Davidson, Leadership Nature 
 
Has the Knack of Pulling Out the Best People Have to Offer 
“You have the knack of pulling out the best people have to offer. You 
manage to layer your course so subtly: theory, practice, application. ”  
- Lisa Andrews, Director, International Pharma Co. 
 
Adept at Finding Common Ground Where There Are Disparate Views 
Dorothy regularly provides input to a group of distinguished 
scientists/clinicians and investigators, engaging in discussions of the value 
of proposed research and providing a patient’s perspective.  Using her 
facilitation skills, she is adept at finding common ground where there are 
disparate views on priorities.  Dorothy is, in my personal and professional 
opinion, the consummate Research Patient Advocate.   
- David S. Alberts, M.D., Professor of Medicine, University of Arizona, Chair, 
Cancer  
Prevention and Control Committee, NRG Oncology 
 
She Helped Determine a Go-forward Plan for Each Participant  
As our Strategic Planning Facilitator, Dorothy helped the group work 
together to determine our goals and define our achievement plan. She 
provided a structure and process that helped the group identify and 
discuss the issues as well as determine a go-forward plan for each 
participant at the close of the meeting. Dorothy created a positive 
environment in which each participant felt valued for his or her 
contributions.  
- Angela Edwards, Castle Thunder Consulting 
 

 


